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Answer ali questions
This paper ha^s 6 questions in a total of 4 pages

lowdd: Three flours

la,r expressions are traditionally used to write the specifications for a lexical analyser of a
amming language compiler.

) State in detail what a compiler is.

State what is meant by language and define regular erpressxon.

) List the three constructs of regular expressions (other than terminal symbols and epsilon)

and describe their properties (purpose , corresponding NFA fragment and their precedence

order). 1157d1

Give two strings of length five to nine for the regular expression "((ba)*a I a(b)*)*";..one

starting with "a" and the other starting with "b". [10%]

Propose a suitable regular expression to validate the structure of an IP address in dotted

decimal format, (for example both 192,168.56.003, 192.168.56.300 have valid format). 115%)

Discuss about validating an IP address using a regular expression and propose a regular

expression that can verify the validity and structure of an IP address, assuming that each

numerical part of an IP address ranges from 0 to 255.

Construct an NFA for the regular expression "ab*((bld)l .*)"
[20%]

automata are the right choice to realise the objectives of Lexical analysis.

be achievedState the objectives of Lexical analysis and explain how they can

and/or DFA.

Define e-closure and moue operation in relation to converting NFA to DFA'

Convert the following NFA into DFA:

Here g0 is start node and q2 ,q4 are

[10%]

llo%l

using NFA

l20Yo',

l2o%

l25To';

transitions are denoted by ,\.
accepting nodes; a and b are terminal symbols;



Continuation of Question 2" '

(d) A DFA constructed from an NFA

DFA.

(e) Minimise the following DFA:

214

may not be minimal'

cs 40&l

State what is meant bY minit

3. Like regular expressio4s, context-free grammars describe sets of strings'

(a) state what is meant by context-free grammar and describe its usage in svntax analys

(b) Given below is a context-free grammar where a, b, c are terminals; S and D are non-term

S -+ aDc

D-+DDlaiblc
Answer the foliowing:

i.StatewhatismeantbyambiguousgraJnmarandamethodtoshowagraml
ambiguous.Verifyyourmethodtocheckwhethertheaboveglammarisambigu
not'

ii.Statetheunderlyingreasonsforambiguityintheabovegrammar.

(c) Given below is a context free grammar for postfix expressions:

E-+EE*
E-+EEx
E -+ num

i. state what is meant by left recursion in context free grammar and describe a t

to remove it'

ii.Rewritethegramnrarforpostfixexpressionsremovingtheleftrecurslon.

iii. Do left-factorisation for the grammar produced in part (ii)'
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1) is a predictive parser commoniy used for Syntax analysis.

State the basic idea of predictive parsing.

,) Consider the following grammar:

Z-+XYZld
Y-rclc
X-+Yla

here X, Y and Z are non-terminals; a, c and d are terminals.

i. Convert the grammar suitable for constructing LL(1) parse table and construct

First and Follow sets.

ii. Construct the parse table for the above LL(1) grammar.

iii. Identify and state the reasons for the overlaps in the parse table.

iv. Using the parsing table parse the string cocd.

[15%]

the

[35%]

[2a%]

lLs%l

J\%l

a)

b)

c)

parser is also a predictive parser which can handle more grammars than LL(1) parser.

State the steps for constructing the SLR parsing tabie from a context free grammar. 120%1

Describe the shi,ft and go actions associated with an SLR parser. ,.20%)

Construct the SLR parsing table for the following grammar using the augmented DFA given

in Figure 1:

S-+E$
E-+T+ElT
T-+x

here S is the starting symbol for this grammar;

terminal symbois.

1: The set of LR(1) items and the corresponding DFA for the grammar given in Question 5,
\
)

Parse the following strings and state its validity using the table you have constructed in

part (d).

(i)x +; + x $

E & T are non-terminals and + & x are

S -+.8$
E ->.T+H
I -+.7
T -+ "x E -+ T-+E

H -+ T"

E ->T+.H
E -+ .T+H
E --*.7
T -+.x H *> T+Ii,

(ii)+ x + x $ [20%]
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Generally the compilation process is divided into several phases with well-defined i

(a) List the common phases of a compiler and describe their function.

(b) Other than compilers for compiling source code of programming languages, descri

practical situations where compiler designing techniques can be used.

(c) State what a symbol table is and describe two ways of implementing symbol tables

compiler.

(d) Some programming languages have shared name space. State what is meant be name

and advantages / disadvantages of having a shared nam€ space.

(e) The simpiest way to execute a program is interpretation. State how interpretation

done afber lexical and syntax analysis phases.
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